Abstract. This paper deals with some specific features of religious plots and images in the German
Religious plots in exile novels
Although the use of religious plots and images in exile novels was not an exact problem I had aimed to study in my doctoral thesis, they were discovered in almost every text I looked at in my research.
The story of David and Goliath
The story of David and Goliath is one such text. In Lion Feuchtwanger's " Exil", (1939) an exiled journalist named Friedrich Benjamin has been brought to the Third Reich because of his anti-Nazi newspaper articles. After that, Switzerland issued a letter of protest against Germany and the narrator comments on it using the following words: "Die Entrüstung der Welt hat die kleine Schweiz so mutig gemacht, dass sie gegen den mächtigen Nachbarn aufbegehrt. David hat sich Goliath gestellt" 4 . Benjamin's colleague Sepp Trautwein publishes articles appealing to the global community to act. Such major efforts by journalists and politicians result in Benjamin's release from a German prison. This fact is described by Erich Wiesener, a Nazi journalist working in Paris: "Er war der David, dieser Sepp Trautwein, und er selber der großmäulige Goliath" 5 . Goliath is known as a giant in one of the biblical books, and David is much smaller in height. This metaphor shows refugees to be "smaller" than their enemies from the Third Reich, while Nazis are like giants. Moreover, emigrants are described as people who have sense and use their intelligence to fight against the Nazis -such as by issuing political newspapers during their French exile to influence public attitudes. In contrast, the Nazis and their followers are "half beasts" ("Halbtiere") 6 who need to be re-educated and transformed back into people ("wieder zu Menschen zu machen") 7 . The giantlike nature of the Nazis relates them to chaos and, according to Hans Biedermann, to "primitive nature" and "wilderness" 8 . Refugees who appear in this novel rely on their sense, while the Nazis have no sense -whereupon the whole of Germany becomes insane. The refugees are people who are limited in their physical strength, whereas the Nazis are strong but wild and devoid of humanity. Examples can be found not only in Feuchtwanger's work, but also those of other writers -for example, in the following lines in Klaus Mann's "The Volcano":
-"Wenn die Deutschen verrückt werden -ich habe keine Lust, da mitzumachen" 9 ; -"…für Deutschland wie für einen nah Verwandten, der irrsinnig wird" 10 ; -"der obszöne Chorus der Idiotie; das Triumph-Geheul der Verblendeten" 11 . Nazis are strong, aggressive and have no sense and, according to Mann, refugees are small but sane and intellectual. This position is therefore common between both him and Feuchtwanger.
The biblical story of Exodus
Another biblical story referred to in the German exile novel is that of Exodus. The main function of this relates to spatial zones and boundaries. As I showed earlier 12 , the artistic space in the German exile novel is based on the spatial conceptualizations of refugees, and it is important that the novel's author, narrator and main characters are refugees and bearers of emigrant consciousness. Their world view is based on the opposition between centre and periphery.
The centre of the world, as refugees imagine it in these novels, is Germany. For refugees, the totalitarian state of the Third Reich is a dark world that is a zone of chaos, unlawful actions and violence. Other European countries constitute the periphery, while (totally or partly) non-European countries, such as the USA, China, Mexico and the USSR, make up the borderlands. The further a character is from Germany, the more chance he or she has of having normal life and realizing their talents. A refugee's typical journey is from the centre to the borderlands, where he or she starts a new post-refugee life. The space structure in a refugee's consciousness is therefore the same as in classical mythological forms, although its axiology is inverted compared to that in mythology. The theme of Exodus is used particularly in later novels by Remarque, namely "The Night in Lisbon", "Shadows in Paradise" and "The Promised Land". Let's consider some quotations from these works where the theme is referred to:
- Rote Meer" 16 ("The Night in Lisbon"). Remarque draws a parallel between 20th century emigrants and ancient Jews, enabling him to highlight specific value orientations of space in the refugees' consciousness: the world's central zone, the Third Reich, is equated with Egypt, where Jews were in slavery. As for the United States and other borderland countries, these are defined as the Promised Land. In classical mythology as well as biblical texts, this sacred territory (Canaan in the Bible) is located at the centre of the world, while Egypt constitutes the barbarian borderlands. The writer specifically chooses a variant whereby the USA equates to Israel and Germany to Egypt (though it could also be hypothetically possible to equate Germany as a lost motherland with Israel). Drawing the biblical parallel, Remarque points out the inverted axiology of the space, whereby his emigrant characters move from the centre across the periphery towards the borderlands.
The biblical image of the Ark
The biblical image of the Ark appears in several novels by German writers in exile. The narrator in Remarque's "The Night in Lisbon" spends time watching a ship that will soon leave for America and thinks about it as the Ark: "Man konnte auf Lissabon hinabsehen, auf die Kirchen im blassen Licht, die erleuchteten Straßen, den Hafen, 13 "I let carry me through the anonymous city where bright smoke rose to the sky. Pillar of fire in the night and pillar of smoke in the daylight -God showed the way across the desert to the first nation of refugees in a similar way, didn't he?". 18 . In the biblical story, Noah's Ark is a symbol of rescue because it allows Noah and his relatives to escape from a global catastrophe. For refugees in Seghers's story, the rescue is leaving Europe for the Americas, where there is no war and they will not be persecuted. Remarque and Seghers therefore use the image of the Ark to connect the idea of rescue with the borderlands -namely, American countries.
Stories of ancient mythology
In general, German exile writers use biblical stories and images as actively as those from ancient mythology, as well as ancient history and literature. I would like to now present some examples of ancient inclusions in the novels examined.
2.1. In one scene of Feuchtwanger's "Exil", the emigrant 20 . "Halbtiere", or "half beasts", inhabit the borderlands and underworld -that is, enemy territorieswhile the secular zones between the enemy and sacred lands are populated by barbarians. Feuchtwanger describes an inverted world, in which the enemy lands are in the centre, surrounded by secular lands, with the sacred territory as far as possible from the middle. Ancient allusions enable him to express the emigrant vision of the world.
2.2 In Exil, there is another ancient parallel to consider. Among the characters is an unusual coupling, Lea de Chassefierre and Erich Wiesener. Lea is a Frenchwoman with one-quarter Jew ancestry, while Erich is chief of the Parisian department of "Westdeutsche Zeitung" newspaper, so is a Nazi agent. In spite of this, they have 17 "One could look down at Lisbon, at the churches in pale light, the enlightened streets, the harbour, the docks and at the ship which was an Arc". , 1974, с. 143. 19 "Those who absorbed their Aeschylus know that the civilization always defeats the barbarity. We will defeat our Persians too". Feuchtwanger, L., p. 371. 20 " 'Barbarians' , you say, 'our Persians' , you say. Here I must speak however for the real barbarians and the real Persians. The Persians, the barbarians, which your Greeks had to deal with, they were people, they were genuine nations with slowly grown, organic opinions and customs. Do not shame the word 'barbarians' , honourable privy councillor, applying it to our Nazis. Do you really believe such poet as Aeschylus to take those half-beasts seriously, to portray such rabble in a tragedy?". Feuchtwanger, L., p. 372.
an affair lasting many years -on which their son Raoul comments: "In letzter Zeit, Liebling, …wenn ich dich mit unserm Nazi zusammen sehe, dann habe ich immer das Gefühl, als seist du eine Patriziertochter des verfallenen Rom, die sich mit einem Barbarenhäuptling zusammengetan hat"
21
. For Raoul, his father's identity as a Nazi makes him a "Barbarenhäuptling", or "barbarian leader". In contrast, Raoul accepts emigrant views and symbolically joins German refugees by becoming a literary successor of perished exile writer Harry Meisel 22 . That's why he, as a bearer of emigrant consciousness, describes German Nazis living in the centre of the world as barbarians and his mother living on the periphery as a Roman -a member of a civilized nation.
Ancient parallels are therefore drawn by such authors for the same reasons as biblical ones, being designed to highlight axiological markers of the emigrant world view inverted against the traditional one.
Stories in Thomas Mann's exile novels
Another emigrant writer, Thomas Mann, wrote "Joseph and His Brothers" (finished in exile in America in 1943). In a previous study I showed this set of myth novels to have the most important features of the exile novel, except for a thematic relationship to the events between 1933 and 1945 23 . Mann focuses on the biblical story of Joseph, who appealed the Jews to move to Egypt, and we showed how this helped him to organize his four novels into an emigrant history. In the paper mentioned, Joseph is considered as an emigrant hero who moves to the borderlands (Egypt) and has to choose between a traditional and inverted world view.
In general, although the tetralogy "Joseph and His Brothers" is not about the events of 1933 to 1945, it is marked by the following features of the exile novel:
3.1 The authors of such novels often show two opposing world views -namely the Nazi and emigrant ones. The latter is a world view that is spatially based on the idea of chaos at the centre and sacred borderlands. The Nazi perspective appears when the novel contains one or more Nazi characters whose consciousness is shown. In contrast to the emigrant perspective, this represents a world view that is based on a sacred centre and an enemy periphery.
Such opposite world views are reflected in Thomas Mann's Joseph novels, in relation to the spatial conceptualizations of Joseph's father Jacob compared with those of the Egyptians. Jacob is proud to live in Canaan and considers it a sacred territory located at the centre of the world. People living in the neighbourhood of this land -that is, on the nearest periphery -bow their knee to Baal (Middle-East pagan deity) and are therefore perceived as barbarians. The borderland of Jacob's world is Egypt, where the divinities are represented by animal form -viewed as even worse than Baal -and people 21 "Recently, darling, …when I see you with our Nazi, I always feel like you are a daughter of a patrician in fallen Rome who has an affair with a barbarian chieftain". 26 . Similar mechanisms can be observed when looking at other characters in German exile novels who are persecuted in Germany and feel unnecessary and like outsiders in Europe, but "suit" borderland countries and are welcomed theresuch as the "futuristic" America of Remarque and Klaus Mann.
3.3 Moving to Egypt makes Joseph change his values and spatial conceptualizations. He becomes an Egyptian to a large extent and sees the country in a positive light, in spite of his father hating it -with Joseph made to choose between a Jewish and an Egyptian world view. Emigrant characters also have to decide between a "centripetal" and "centrifugal" outlook; they can choose the borderlands and give up everything related to Germany or be homesick. This is a decision to be made both by Joseph and other emigrant characters.
3.4 To move to Egypt, Joseph has to die symbolically and be born again, getting a new name Osarseph and personality
27
. This happens when he spends three days in a well after been thrown in by his brothers. From that moment, Joseph thinks about himself as being dead. Similar motifs can be found in the works of other exile writers whose characters are also "dead" until they get to the borderlands and start a new life there. Some of these, such as professor Samuel in Klaus Mann's "The Volcano", also have to experience a symbolic death before going to the borderland country they have chosen.
In this tetralogy Thomas Mann did not describe actual events in German and European history, but wrote novels set in the past -with his use of mythology rather untypical for the German exile novel. The story of the Jews moving to Egypt serves as a thematic source, but Mann expresses the emigrant consciousness in his "Joseph" novels and draws explicit parallels between Joseph going to Egypt and his own departure to the USA 28 .
Conclusions
Using ancient and biblical stories and images, German writers in exile create a special world that exists in the consciousness of emigrant characters. This world view is based on an opposition between the centre and periphery, whereby the centre is related to chaos and populated by barbarians and beasts while the periphery is the Promised Land. This is expressed by the means of biblical images like Goliath and stories such as Exodus with the Third Reich equated to Egypt. The image of the Ark also shows the main axiological direction of the emigrant spatial view, from the centre to the periphery. A particular case is Thomas Mann's tetralogy "Joseph and His Brothers", in which the biblical story creates a background in which the protagonist faces emigrant problems and becomes a bearer of an emigrant consciousness. But the Joseph novels are rather an exception. According to the general trend in the German exile novel, the inclusion of biblical stories and images is a writer's trick to point out the inverted axiology of the exile space.
